DATA QUALITY AND INTEGRITY

GlobalView understands that your business depends on accurate, timely, and consistent energy market data. MarketView® provides the most
comprehensive collection of real-time and historical energy and related commodity market price data and news available in the industry
from over 100 different sources in power, gas, oil, refined products, and other physical and financial markets including futures exchanges,
pricing services, brokers, government reporting, emerging markets and forward curves. Our wide range of energy data providers includes
Platts, OPIS, Argus, ICE, CME Group, Dow Jones, and EIA along with leading brokers including Amerex, ICAP, Tullett Prebon, Spectron, PVM
and Evolution Markets.

MarketView’s standardized integration tools pull in
virtually any type of data stream from any source,
real-time or historical, including data residing within a
customer’s internal system. In addition, MarketView
employs a consistent homogenized database manipulation technology across all of its processes which allows for
new data sets to be added very quickly and efficiently.
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Marketview utilizes automated processing of corrections
and revisions as delivered or posted by data sources to
ensure the most timely and accurate data delivery that is
critical for our customers’ operations. Whenever a change
to a previously published value is delivered, it is immediately processed in order to keep the most current value in
the database. Posted changes are tracked and can be
referenced within the MarketView system.
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MarketView’s state of the art data validation and error
handling techniques allow for quick identification of any atypical data, including common issues such as invalid value, inaccurate decimals, erroneous dates,
and mis-formatted data. Once inconsistent data is identified, the GlobalView data team promptly works closely with the data source to solve the errors and
reduces the chance for inaccurate data to reach the end user’s system.

Data Storage and Access
MarketView’s robust and mature direct feed handling technology employs a common data model and API that allows for data and news delivery with no
latency. Additionally, MarketView uses multicast technology to create optimal distribution paths to MarketView® Desktop, MarketView® Excel Tools,
MarketView® Data ExtractTM, and MarketView® Data ConnectionTM.

Customer Support
Our 24x7 technical and data support team is comprised of industry experts and highly trained personnel. The comprehensive customer, product, and data
support GlobalView provides has earned us an industry leading reputation for being proactive, responsive, and thorough.
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